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FUnktionentheorie: konforme und quasikonforme Abbildungen

24.03-30.03.1996

T'he Inee1.i ng was organized by

F. W. Gehring (Ann Arbor), R. Kiihnau (Halle), St. Ruseheweyh (Würzburg).

Forty-nine lnathenlatieians from eleven countries took part in the meeting. The seientifie
activities consist.ed of three different parts:

Expositol'Y Lectures, Specialized Talks, Infornlal Senlinars.

Thc Expository Lectures were intended to give participants a. survey of areas where there
had beeil reCf'ut irnportant advances 01' new fields which could be expected to play an
illlport.aut. role in cOlllplex a.nalysis in the future. The foul' areas seleeted for the meeting
are as I'ollows

I. Classieal Geolnetrie Function Theory - C. Pomtuerenke leetured on reeent
surprising developlnents in the global integrability of the derivatives of eonformal
Illappings and tbc role the C0l11puter has had in this work. .

2. Quasieonformal Geonletry - K. Astala explained the elose connection between
quasiconfol"llla.l 1l1appings and hololllorphie Inotions and showed how the latter
Inethod \\Zas lIsed to solve a 40 year old problenl. J. Heinonen then sketched a
radically new way for deriving global properties for quasiconformal rnappings from
the locäl dtrat.a.tion condition, a nlethod which will permit researchers to extend
the t.hcory 1.0 gelleral lnetric spaces and, in particular, the Heisenberg and Carnot
groups.

:.3. Potential Theory and Harmonie Measure - A. Solynin discussed some elassical
.extrernal problenls for harmonie Ineasure and explained a general method by which
these and other long outstanding questions could be settled.

4. Circle Paeking - K. Stephenson discussed analogues between circle packing and
cOlllplex analysis and illustrated how eircle packing has been used to make substan
tial progress on certain classical conjectures such as the Kreisnormierungsproblem
of Koebe. The ideas and nlethods described in these leetures are very new and were
of considerable interest to 11105t participants.

The shorter Speeialized Talks were in large part focussed on topies in the three of the
foul' areas tllentioned above which were already [a.nliliar to most participants.
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1. Classieal Geometrie Funetion Theory - M. Bank gave a new way to de
rive an inequality for the euclidean length of a hyperbolic geodesie using weights.
J. Garnett outlined recent progress on a problem concerning interpolating Blaschke
products. A. Grinshpan discussed Grunsky operators and qllasiconfornlal extend
ability. K. 0yma considered extensions of interpolation theorenls. D. Prokhorov
pointed out the relation between the equations of Hele-Shaw in nlechanics anrl of
Loewner-Kufarev in function theory. S. R.ohde and A. Yolberg spake on the .JlIlia
sets of complex dynamics.

2. Quasiconfornlal Geometry - V. Andrievskii spoke on Erdös-'Turan theoreills for
quasieonfonnal circles and ares. W. Bergweiler gave a new application 01' qUil.si- e

}
confonnal nlappings to iteration theory anel value distribution. C. Earle applied
the frame eriterion ta answer an open probleI11 for Riernann slIrfaces. S. Kl'llShkal,
J. Krzyz and E. Reich spoke on various aspects of quasicoll 1'01"1 nal rcflect.ion allel
extension. S. Rickman exhibited a quasiregular luapping with branching on a wild
Cantor set and K. Strebel talked on extremal mappings with givell houndary values.

3. Potential Theory and Harmonie Measure A. Baernsteill used his well knowlI
inequality to discuss the sets where univa.lent functions are large. P. Duren disclIsscd
an extension of the notion of capacity. W. Hengartner alld T. SlIffridge cxplained
sinlilarities and differences between the theory of injective a.nalytic allel hannonic
mappings. R. Laugesen conlpared the eigenvalues of the Laplacian for Val'iOllS clo
o1ains anel surfaces while O. Schralunl discussed thc problelll of percolatiotl, Clll'
rently of interest to physicists.

The two Informal Selnina.rs consisted of a nunlber of shol't, sOllletinlCS SpOl1talleous~ pr<:
sentations of results anel/or problems together with a free anel cOlnpletely unstrllctured
eliscussion of issues related to topics which had been raised in earlier talks. The purpose
01' these selninars was to

1. gfve all participants an opportunity to speak,

2. encourage participants to present open problems,

3. generate free and informal discussion.

'fhese seminars were instituted by the Organizers as experiments. We believe tha.t they
were relatively successful in achieving these goals. For exalnple, apresented problcln
related to nunlerical analysis was answered during the same session by somebody in
Teichmüller theory. This could not have happened exeept during a free and informa.l
discussion in a group of mathematicians with a broacl range of interests and hackgrollnds.
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Vortragsauszüge

V. ANDR.IEVSKII:

Erdös-Tliran type theorenls on quasiconformal eurves and ares

The t.heorelns of Erdös and rruran Inentioned in the titie are connected with the distribu
t.ion 01' zeros of a Inonie polynolnial with known uniform nornl along the segment 01' thc
unit disko We extend these results to a polynolnial with known uniform norm along an
arbitrary quasiconforInai curve 01' a.re. As applieations, estimates for the distribution of
the zeros of best unifonn approxinlants and of the values of orthonormal polynomials are
obtained.

K. AS'I'ALA:

Planar qllasiconforrnal lllaps, extrell1al problelTIs and applieations

'vVe give a.n exposition 01' pla.nar quasic.onfonnal (qc) Inappings fronl the analytic point
01' view. 01' tbc great variety of connections of qc Inaps to other areas we recall e.g.
haw recent qc cl istortion results gi ve optimal regularity and removability estimates for
solution:;; of general elliptic equa.tions (in plane), optinlal bounds of distortion of dimension
under holonlorphic dcfornlations and precise bounds for the Beurling transform. The
Illa.in ernphasis is, however, on new extrelnal problenls (weighted area estimates) for. qc
Inaps which have arisen froln and have applications to lhe theory of homogenization and
conductivity properties of c0l11posite materials.

A. ßAER.NSTEIN 11:

Thc size of thc set where a univalent function is large

Let SO denole the usuaJ class of functions f(z) = z + f anzn which are univalent in the
n=2

unit disko We prove, with lEI denoting I-dilnensional Lebesgue measure,

Theorem 1 Fo1' ~ :::; t ::; 1, and fES,
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Equality holds <==> f( z) = e- io F t (ein z), whe're Ft E S' is the '1HUP 01 the disk onlo lhe
co'mple1nent of (-00, -t)U (sym1netric circularly lork stil on I'wl = t).

t

-(0
This result had been conjectured by A. Solynin. It is derived froln Theorenl 2, which
asserts that if 5t1, 5t2 are domains in C with 0 E fl l n [22, fl2 circularly sYllunetric, a.nel
fl1 , [22 satisfying certain conditions, then for the Green functions one has a,n inequality

~ rr 4t1J1>(g(Te
ie , 0, 0 1 , ) )dEl ::; J1>(g(Te

ie , 0, fl2 ))dEl, V,· E (0,00), V1> convcx / .

R.. W. BARNARD:

Approxinlation theory and the confluent hypergeometrie fUl1ction

We disClLSS the verification of a lO-year old conjecture on the KUlluner function anel
show how it detefInines a sharp norm estimate for approxilnating functions with Grain
polynolnials.

W. BERGWEILER:

Applications of quasiconformal maps in iteration anel value distribution

The Fatou set F(f) of a meromorphic function f is the set where the fanlily Lf1t
} ol' iterates

of f is normal. For a component Uo of FU) we denote by Un the component of F(f) that e,
contains fn( U). A conlponent Vo is called wandering if Un =I Um for n f:. 1rJ,. A fanl0us
theorelTI of Sullivan says that rational functions do not have wandering domains. This
has been extended to certain classes of transcendental functions by Eremenko, Lyubich,
Goldberg, Keen, Devaney, Baker, Stallard, and others. We use Sullivan's technique to
obtain a result about Baker domains. By definition, a cOlnponent Vo of F(J) is called
a Baker domain if Up = Vo for same p, jpnl uo ----4' Zo E BUa, and JP(Zo) is not. defined.
We show that if the family of all meromorphic functions f4J = (j) 0 f 0 rp-l, where l/J is
[<-quasiconformal, depel1ds on only finitely many paralneters, thcn ui:~Uj contains a
singularit.y of j-l, if Vo is a Baker domain of period p.

The result has applications to linear differential equations. Suppose that u" + Pu == 0,
where P is a polynomial of degree m. Classical results of Hille give the asyrnptotics of 'l/.

in sectors. Now sectors where u ~ 0 correspond to Baker dOlnains of f{z) == z - ~.
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Using thc above Inentioned result on Baker donlains we deduce that if P has only k zeros
where k < mi2

, then the Nevanlinna deficiency 6(0, u) satisfies 6(0, u) ~ m+~-k < 1.

[joint work with N. Terglane]

M. BONK:

\Neights allel thc Gehring - Haynlan theorem

A well-knowll t.heorclll by Gehring anel HaYll1a.n says that among all curves in the unit
disc 0 with given endpoints the hyperbolic geodesie has shortest image length uoder a
confonnal Inap f up to a lllltltiplicative constant only depending on f·
This theorenl can bc generalized as follows. Suppose 1U is a positive continuous weight on
D. Using 'w a l1ot.ion of length and area can be defined corresponding to length anel area
in the ilnage d0l11ain of .r if w(z) = If'(z)1 2

, f conformal on O.

[r "LU salisfies a condition siJnilar to the Kocbe distortiün theorenl alld a growth estimate
für a.rea~ thcn a.n analogue of thc Gehring - Haynlan theorenl is true.

M. C:HlJAQUI:

HOrnC0l1l0rphic f'xtcnsions of confonnal Inappiogs anel the Nehari class

According to a theorenl of Gehring and Pommercnke (198.5) an analytic function defined
in the unit disc anel sa.tisfying Nehari's univalence criterion (1949)

(1)

adIllits a. spheric.ally continuous extension to the closed disco Furthermore, the image of
thc disc under such a. Inap is a Jordan dOlnain with the single exception of Möbius images
01' a. parallel stri p.

Under t.he stronger assumption

for sonle 0 ::; t < I, Ahlfors and WeiB showed in 1962 that f adlnits a ~ - quasiconformal
extension to the sphere. They gave an explici t fornlltla for the extension in case the
Inapping was regular up to thc boundary.
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Ln our work with B. Osgood we show that the Ahlfors- \\leiB extension relnalns a hornco
Illorphisrn of the sphere to itself ~vhen f satisfies (1) anel 15 not of thc except ionetl type.
No analyticity up to the boundary is required.

P. DUREN:

Robin capacity anel confonnallnapping

Let n be a finitely connected domain containing 00. Divicle thc boundary int.o two dis
joint parts: an = AU B. The Robin function R(z,oo) is harrnonic in [2 \ {(X)} witb
R(z,oo) - log lzl hannonic near 00, R(z,oo) = 0 on A, anel '~~(z,oo) = 0 Oll 13. Tlw
Robin capacity of A with respect to fl is 6(A) = e-r(A), where '"'dA) = }i!~.{Jl(.:~oo)-

log lzl}. lt is known that 8(A) ::; d(A), the ordinary capacity 01' A. 'l'hus by conforlllal
invariance inf! d(f(A)) 2: 8(A), where the infinll~m extends over all confonnal rnappings
with the fOrIn j(z) = z + bo + ~ + " . near 00. Eql1ality occurs at. least if A i5 conlpo~ed

of entire boundary components. For such sets A C an, let fl :J [} bc thc dOlnain with
boundary ah = B = 8f?\A; and define the NeUlllann function N(z, () Lo be hannonic in
52 \ ({(} U { 00 } ) wi th N (z , () = Iz: (I +0( 1) as z -4 (, N (z , () = - log Iz I+ 0 ( I ) as .: -4 00.

alld ~N (::, () = 0 for z E B. Let I(J-L) = f JN(z, ()dfl(::)dp(() bc thc cllergy int.egral 01' a
Ln EE

positive unit 11leasure IL on E, the closed interior of A. If V = inf/l' 1(//,) is 1.11(\ Ininillllllll
energy, then the Robin capacity is 8(A) = e- v . There is a unique Illinilllizing IllcaSlire Il,

supported on A = BE and given by dJ-L(z) = f;~~(z,oo)ldzl.

[ Joint work with J. Pfa.ltzgraff and R.. Thurnlan ]

C. J. EARLE:

An application of the frame mapping criterion

Let X be aRiemann surface whose universal covering surface i8 the unit. disko Suppose
f : }{ -4 X is a qc map that is in the Teichmüller dass of the identity 1l1ap. Our first
result uses a 111inor extension of a method of Reich and Strebel to generalize a theorenl
of Teichmüller . It has been observed independently by Frecl Gardi ner and proba.bly by
others.

Theorem 1 Let p be any point 0/ ..Y and let )(' = )(\{p}. 1/ f is as abo'IJe, fheu, I.hc
Teieh1nülle'r elass 0/ the 7~estricted nutp fIX' contains a 'Unique cxl1'e'Tnal ',nap, und it. is n.

Teichm1'iller mapping with a quadratie differential 0/ finite T/,O'1'17l.

When .X is the punctured unit disk Theorenl 1 provides a negative answer to a questioll I
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was asked last year by Genadi Levin. \~ith the help of Theorem 1, some previous results~

anel SOllle new ideas we obta.in

Theorenl 2 On eveTy fiber of the f01'!}elful l1lap front Teich(X') to Teich()(), the in
jinitesil1lal Teicll1nülle1~ distance along the fibe1~ is (st1~ictly) less than the injinitesi7nal
PoincaTti distance at eve1~y ]Joint.

J. GARNETl':

Interpolating Blaschke products

HOCl is the ring of bounded analytic functions on the unit disco An interpolating Blaschke
product is a. Blaschke product -:,,-.

-2 z - z
B(z)=II~ ~n~

n I~nl 1 - "'n""

such that.

In 1976 D.E. Marshall- proved ffoo is the unifornl c10sure of polynomials in Blaschke
products. In tYY4, Artur Nicolau and I proved Hoc is the unifofITI c10sure of polynomials
in irtlerpolaling Blaschke products.

A. CRINSHPAN:

Tbe Grutlsky operator a.nel coefficients of univalent functions

We shall consider some coefficient properties of univalent functions related to their
Grullsky operators anel quasiconfornlal extendibility. Some bounds of the sharp growth
order in n and nuolerica] estimates for coefficients and coefficient differences of analytic
a.nd univalent functions in the unit disk will be given. These results depend on a restriction
of the nornl of the Grlll1sky operator.
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J. HEINONEN:

Quasiconformal maps in Rn and beyond

There is an increasing motivation, 111uch of it cooling fronl geonlctry alld cOlnbinato
rial group theory, to understand quasiconfornlality in cirCtUllstances Illore general thall
Euclidean/Rielnannian. In this talk, I discuss how to obtain global properties of quasi
conformal maps in Inetric spaces that satisfy certain bounds on thcir Inass anel geollletry.
The traditional slnoothness assumption is replaced by the aSSulllption that ollr llletric
space adnlits a suitable Poincare inequality. It turns out that Jnuch of the c1assical qua.
siconforma.1 analysis of Rn can be done in spaces where a. Poincar<~ type incquaJit.y holds~

and that there are lnany nontrivial exanlples of such spaces including 1l01l-Ricllla.lllliall

~'C'a'''''lot spaces'. Furthennore, the Poincare inequality that we nee<! is substantially wcakcr
than what is true in Rn while many analytic resul.ts relnain eqllally strong. Finally, I dis
cuss what quasiconformal invariants nletric spaces can harbour. Geornetric topology offers

deep exanlples of spaces such as finite polyhedra that are knowll to be hOllleolllorphic La

a round sphere, hut very little is known about the geolnetry of tlw~(' Inap:-;.

[The resuIts are joint with P. Koskela.]

W. HENGARTNER:

Non-paranletric Ininimal stnfaces with a univalent Gauss 11la.p auto a half-ball

Let S be a non-parametric surface over a domain f} of the c01l1plex plane, i.e.

5' = {(u,v,s(u,v)): (u,v) E f/}.

Then S is a (regular) Inininlal surface if and only if there is a plane dOIllain D anel a
univalent orientation-preserving harmonie map f(z) = u(z) + iv(z) from D onto n such

that s; = -ai;, where fz-(z) = a(z)fz(z). Observe that~ E l-I(D) anel that la(z)1 < 1
onD. Therefore, f is a locally quasiconformal mapping on D. If (I i8 a proper silnply
connected domain of the complex plane, then one may choose for D thc uilit disk (). Thc
normal vector fJ, N3 > 0, of S, cal1ed the Gauss Inap,

N = _(2_Im_~_a_,2_R_e_vu_a_,1_-_la_D
1 + lai

depends only on the second dila.tation function a( z) of f· In pa.rticular, thc C~auss rnap is
univalent and Olaps U onto the upper half-ball if anel only i1' there is a univalent solution

f = u + iv of f-z(z) = Z2 fz(z) which Inaps D onto n. In the following theorelll we

characterize such donlains n.
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Theorem (a) Let n be a simply connected concave Jordan domain with 10tH' points of
convexity. Then there exisls a non parame17'ic mini7nal sur/ace over n wilh a univalent
Gauss 7nap onto the uppel' half-ball if and only if LI + L3 = L2 + L4 • There is essenlially

only one such lnini71l,al SlL1jace.

(b) Let. n be a sitnply connecled concave J07'dan d07nain with three points 0/ convexily.
Then. the'1'e exisls always a non parametl'ic 7ninimal sur/ace over n wilh a univalent Gauss
nLap onfo fhe 'Upper half-ball. Thel'e a're at rnost ih1'ee essentially diffel'ent minimal SUT-

faces.

(c) If [l is a Sil1l,ply connected J07'dan dOlnain which does not belong to one 0/ the two
c~ses ulc.,-dioncd above, then there is 71,0 non pa7'ametrie 1ninimal surface over n wilh a
univalent. Gaus,'; lnap onto the upper half-ball.

E. HOY:

Eine a-priori-Absehätzung für die Gaußsche Krülunlung einer Quasinlinimalftäche

Es sei;1: = ;r('ll~v): {(u,v): u 2 +v2 < I} --+ R3 eine Quasiminilnalfläehe, deren sphärisches
Bild eille Ulllgehung auf der Einheitssphäre ausläßt. O. B. cl. A. enthalte diese Umgebung
den Nordpol der Einheitssphäre. Für die Gaußsehe Krünlluung !{ an einer festen Stelle
wird (·~ine Abschä.tzung hergeleitet, in die für eine gewisse Klasse von Quasiminimalflächen
nur eine Zahl () > 1 als (bekanntes) Maß für die Quasikonformität der sphärischen
(Gaußsehen ) Abbildung~ eine Schranke für die Projektion des sphärischen Bildes und
der Abst.and der festen Stelle zum Rand der Fläche eingehen. Insbesondere ergibt sich
hiera.us für vollst.Ändige Quasinlininlalfläehen ein Satz vom Bernstein-Typ. .

S. KR.LJSHKAL:

Quasircfleetions ove)' analytie ares anel a quasieonformal dynamic property of the disk

'I'he problerll of evaluation of quasirefleetion coeffieients for curves and ares arises in
various qucstions. 1'he case of ares has speeific features and is less studied. We eonsider
the quasirefleetions over analytie ares. These turn out to be intrinsically eonnected with
the geometry of l'eichmüller spaces and holomorphic extension by the classical Bernstein
vValsh-Siciak approxinlation theorenl. One of the basic points here is the r 2 -property of
the disk: its conformal elnbeddings into the eomplex plane possesses r 2-quasieonformal
extensions over 1'-levellines of the Green function. We show also that this is a charaeteristie
property of the disk: any silnply eonneeted dOlnain which is not a disk does not admit an
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1,2- property.

[joint work with R.. Kiihnau]

J. G. KRZVZ:

Conformally natural extensions of quasisynunetric nlaps

Let M denote the class of all Möbius automorphisrns of the ullit disk .d a.ntl let. QS
stand for the class of all quasisymmetrie autoll1orphisrns of T = 8.:.1. An operator I/
which assigns to each , E QS a quasiconformal autornorphisIll Hf,) of d allel satisfies
H[J.l 0 , 0 v] = tt 0 H[,] 0 v for any J.l, v E M is said to be confonnally natural. Douady
and Earle constructed an operator E[,] with this property.

An innate problclTI arises to find sorne other confornutlly na.tura.l operators. A llH.,thod
leading to cl releva.nt construction is proposed.

R. S. LAUGESEN:

Extremals cf zeta functions of Laplacialls

Over forty years ago, G. P61ya and G. Szegö showed that for sinlply connecied plane
dOll1ains, the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian is rnaximal for a disk, under a COnfOr1l1a.l
Inapping norn1alization. That is, if f(z) is a conformal map of a disk D onto a. boullded ,
sirnply connected plane domain n and if 11'(0)1 = 1 then

We extend this result from the first eigenvalue to the zeta function oi' the Laplacian, which
we show is mininlal for the disk:

00 1 c<l 1

?= A·(fl)s ~ ?= A-(D)s
J=l ) J=l }

for a11 s > 1, where the Aj are the eigenvalues of the Laplacian under Dirichlet boundary
conditions.

We further prove similar theoretTIs for sinlply and doubly connected surfaces having cur
vature bounded above, and we prove that for a compact t.wo-dilTlensional Riernannian
manifold A1g with sn100th boundary, the zeta function of the Laplace-Beltrarni operator

10
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L\wg is a convex functional of the confonnal factor tu. (Here tu shouJd be positive and
sl1100th on the surface.)

These extrelnal results for the zeta function all have anaJogues for the finite surn of
reciprocal eigenvalues Lj:l A;I, for each m.

fjoint. work with C. 1\1orpurgo]

I. NEZHMETDINOV:

Classes of unifonnly convex and starlike functions as dual sets

L(~t A be the dass of functions f(z) = z + a2(f)z2 + ..., regular in the ~iinit disk E.
A. Goodnlan (1991) introd uced the subclass UST of unjformly starlike functions such
that R.e {(z -().f'(z)/[f(z) - f(())} > 0 for any (z, () E Ex E, and proved, in particular,
that a conditioll of t.he fann (*) L~=2 nlan(f)1 ~ fJ is sufficient for f E A to be in [/ST,
what.ever {j :S V2/2 = 0.70 ... 111ay be, but for no b > \1'3/2 = 0.86 .... We representthe dass {I S'T as t.he dual set (in St. Ruscheweyh's sense) of a certai n two-paranletric
falnily of fUllctions fro111 A. Then the best value of the constant fJ for which the underlined
condit.ioll (*) still illlplies JEU 51' is proved to equal 0.7963 .... A similar representation
is constructed für thc Sli belass lJC V of uniforrnly convex functions. This aHows us to
deducc necessary anel sufficient conditions for the Hadanlard convolution of functions
[ruin 'r-6-neighborhoods (defined by T. Sheil-SnlaJl and E. Silvia) of certain subclasses to
lie in f./ST (01' (lC'V) and det.ernline the best radii of such neighborhoods.

1\.0YMA:

JllterpoJa.ting sequences

A seql1cnce {zn} in the upper half plane is called an interpolating sequence if for every
bOl1nded sequence {wn} the interpolating prolJleln f(zn) = W n has a solution in Hoo. For
E c Riet w(z, E) be the harnlonic 111easure of E w.r.t. the upper half plane.
Theorem {zn} is an interpolating sequence if and only if there exisl disjoint subsetsEn eR, fJ > 0, E > 0, such thai

!(:"-:m I~ fJ for allI-n-zm

w(zn, En) ~ E.

11
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D. PARTYKA:

The generalized harmonie eonjugation operator and thc Hilbert trausfonnation

Let 0 := {z E C : Izi < I}, T := {z E C : lzl = I} and let QT be the dass of a.ll
homeornorphic self-nlappings of T which adnlit a quasiconforolal extension 1,0 D. For
cvery integrable function ! E LI (T) definc

and set

1 j, 'll+z!o(z) := - f(u)Re--ld'lll,
27l" T 1l - Z

z E 0,

where dS := dxdy (z = x+iy). For !, gEH we identify .f anc1 9 alld write f = 9 whenever
! - 9 is a constant almost everywhere on T. Then His areal I-lilbert space with the inner
product

1 [ -
(!,g)H:= 2" Re Jo (!o)'(gro)'dS, 1,9 E H.

With any 1 E QT we can associate a linear hoeonl0rphisln A--y : H ---1 H ca.1led the

generalized hannonic conjugation operator assigned to I' Givcn a donlain [1 C t let.
A2 (D) := {F E A(f2) : In IFI 2dS' < oo}. Thc dass A2 (f2) with thc usual inner product

is a complex Hilbert space. We recall that the two-dilnensional Hilbert transfonnatioll 'rn
maps every integrable analytic function F on n into an analytic function l~[)(F) E A(fl)
by nleans of the singular integral

where D(z,c:) := {tl E C : lu - zl < c}. l'he Hilbert transfonnation Tn is an antilinear
bounded operator of A2 (!?) into itself and its suprelnum nOrIn satisfies IITnl1 ::; 1.

If !? is bounded by a quasicirc1e r c ethen a welding hOmeOITIOrphisll1 1 of r belongs to
QT and the operators Ta and A--y are strictly related. We discuss this topic allel present

examples of applications.
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eH. POMlvIER.ENKE:

The integral Ineans spectrU111 of uni valent functions

Let I be a <:onfonnal Inap of D Ol1to a bounded dOlnain C C and define

(-00 < P < +00).e The integral means spectntm of (bounded) univalent funetions is defined by

B(p) = SUp{ßf{P) : f bounded univalent}.

It is only partially known, in particular by recent work of Carleson, Jones and Makarov.
For instance B( 1) det.ennines the growth behavioul' of the coefficients. Brennan, Carleson,
.lones and Kraetzer have conjectured that

(BCJK conjecture)

which wOlild iJllply that

B(p) = 'pl - 1 for 'pi 2: 2.

D. V. PIlOKHOROV:

Starlikeness of soJut.ions of thc Hele-Shaw equation

The Hele-Shaw equation

is known in tnechanics anel applications. This is a kind of the Loewner-Kufarev differential
equation with boundary feedback. There was posed a problem to describe those geometrie
properties of the ini tial mapping /0 (z ). whieh are inheri ted by aB the solutionsw(z, t), t >O. We prove thc

Theorem 1I Jo( z) is starlike und the Hele-Shaw equution has its solutions w( z, t) on
(0, taL then w(z, t) are also starlike.

A similar statement is true for w(z, t) mapping the exterior of the unit disc ünto domainswith convcx cornplelllent.

13
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E. REICH:

Same examples of least non-analytic extensions (with applicatiolls to quasiconfortnal
mappings)

Let D = {izi < I}. Suppose f E C 1(8D). There exists a uniqllc extension f~(.:) 01' f to
D U aD wi th the property that

ma[I] == inf{IIl1Flloo : F is an extension of f to DU aD} = IlaPüll,x..

In the silnplest situation

- ~
(*) 8Fo == l1l0[f] ~~(z)'

with <Po holon10rphie in J) anel Area[4>o{ D)] < 00. We investigate thc <jllestioll 01' whci,hcr
Fü indeed is of the type (*) when f is a trigonometrie polynolnia.l.

A related question for quasieonformal self-mappings of D is whether 01' not knowledge 01'
the suprenlUlTI of lTIoduli ratios M(f(Q))/M(Q) for quadrilaterals Q will! dOlnain IJ a.lld
vertices on an is sufficient to determine the maxilTIal dilatation of the extrerllal extension
of a quasisymmetrie homeomorphism f.

S. RICKMAN:

Quasiregular nlaps with branching on wild Cantor sets

'vVe have shown that a J{-quasiregular map can have arbitrary high loca.l index on a
sufficiently regular Antoine's necklace with J( an absolute bound, lllore precisely:

Theorem Let A C R3 be a necklace of Antoine with a selfsimila1' con8i'r'llc!ion. Then:: c:r·L";"
finite positive numbers J(, M, and N such that fo1' eve,'Y ). > N there is a J( -quasiregula'/' e
map f : R3 -+ R3 of polynomial type with Iocal index i(x, f) = .x for x E A, (lud i(;r, f) ::;
M JOT X E R3 \A.

Earlier Ricknlan used his rnethod in the Picard example constructioJl to prove that high
loeal index can Qccur on a tarne Cantor set. A nlodified method applies also here für the
wild Cantor set A. S. Semmes showed that the function w(x) == Hlin{l,dist(x,A)S} is a.
strong Aoo weight in his terminolügy when s > 0 and that there cannot be any bi-Lipschitz
nlap from the metrie space (R3, Dw ) tü R3 when s > 3, where Dw is the nlctric associa.teel
to the weight tu. The Inap in the theorem can be used tü answer negatively astronger
version of a question raised by Semnles:

Corollary There is a strong Aoo continuous weight w in R3 such thaI the associated ',nelTic
space (R3 , Dw ) is not bi-Lipschitz equivalent Lo R3 although R3 rece'i:ues 'regula'" nuzps (in
the sense of G. David and S. Sent1nes) j1'OUl (R3

, Dw )'

14
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The nlethod gives also a proof for the existence of a quasiconformal group, which is not
topologica.Ily equivalent to any Moebius group but which is semiconjugate to one by a.
quasiregular IIlap.

[Joint work with Juha Heinonen]

S. ROHOE:

Porosity of Collet- Ecknla.nn J ulia sets

Consider a. rational function f : t ~ t together with its Julia set J. A weak notion of
hyperbolicity is as folIows: f is said to satisfy the Collet-Eckmann condition, if there are
C > 0, A > l, such that

(CE)

for all critical points C of .f in J whose forward orbit does not meet other critical points,
a.llel for alt n.

For insta.ncc, it is kllown that the set of real a .E [-2,0] for which z ~ Z2 + Cl satisfies
(CE) (anel 0 E .1) has positive lneasure. Based on pioneering work of Przytycki, we show
tha.t. the .J IIlia set of .f ha.s a certain porosity property if J has (CE), J =1= t and no
parabolic p~riodic point.. Roughly this porosity property says that around every x E J,
thc-' scales on which t.he cOlllplenlent of J contains a disk of radius conlparable to the scale
have den~it.y IIl1iforlllly bounded away fronl O. l'his inlplies dinl J < 2 for the Minkowski 
(thll~ 1-1 ausdorfr -) dinlension, aJlswering a question of Graczyk and Slnirnov. -

[joint work with F. Przyt.ycki]

G. SCHMII~DEn.:

Loka.lisierung der Ableitungsnullstellen eines Polynools

Es werden Einschließungssätze für die Ableitungsnullstellen eines Polynoms in Termen
seiner NullstellCIl behandelt., z. S.:

Satz Es sei 1)( =) == ii (z - Zj) ein k01T'tplc:tes Polyno'ln mit n > 1 sowie a E C und r > O.
i=1

Fiir j == 1, ... ,11. gelle IZj - 0.1 < l' und auf Iz - (LI == l' liege weder eine Nullstelle noch eine
Ablcif.ungsnullslelle von IJ. (,'ilt dann für jedes k E {n't +1, . , . ,n} eine de1' Ungleichungen

1.5
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so enthält !(T (a) = {I Z - al :s; r} genau M - 1 Nullslellen von .Pl, wenn M die A 'nzahl
der j E {l"", n} nül la - zjl ::; r bezeichnet.

Q. SCHRAMM:

T'he conformal invariance conjecture for critical percolation

Percola.tion can be heuristically described as the stucly of connected cOlnponent.s of ra,Ildolll
subsets of Rd (01' other rTIanifolds/metric spaces). The confornlal invariancc conjecture
states that important properties of percolation in CL donlain D in the pla.ne cUP invariant
under conformal homeomorphisms of D. In the talk, a. new rnodcl for 1)(~rcolatioJl will be
described, which is bettel' suited for thc study of this conjecture. Thc new !llodel is )rt.scd

on Voronoi tesselJatiolls. We prove a confonnal invariance theorenl für Vorolloi percolat.ioll
(which is neither stronger nor weaker than the conjecture).

[joint work with I. Benjanlini]

A. YU. SOLYNIN:

Estilnates and extrenlal problems for hanTIonic measures

Two methods of estinlating harmonie measures are presented.

Using the first method we obtain numerous new estimates for the hal'tl1onic Ineasures of
continua, concerning several problen1s which have been eonsidered für a long tirne hy rr.
Hall, D. Gaier, J. A. Jenkins, W. K. Hayman and W. Wu, ancl others. We usually give e
a conlplete solution of a problem, including a description of the extrelnal configurations.
Dur approach is based on some new results in the Modul theory developed by .1. A.
Jenkins and K. Strebel.

The second method is based on the polarization transforrnation. lt leads to cOlnplete
solutions in problems connected with the integral means of harnl0nic Ineasures, Green
funetions and the Poincare metries.

1.6
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K. STEPHENSON:

Classical analysis & circle packing

'rwo survey lectures were presented on circle packings and their connections with classical
analytic fllnctions and conformal geometry.

I. A circle packing is a configuration P of circ1es with a specified abstract pattern f{ of
tangeneies. Each packing has dual "nature as combinatoric and geolnetric object.

Theorem (Koebe - A~dreev - Thurston) Given a ll'iangulalion J( 01 a topologieal sUlface
8., lhel'e e:cists a unique eonformal strueture on Sand an essentially unique eirele paeking
p/\" in S in the eOlTesponding intrinsie metric so that Pr.: satisfies: (1) the pattern 01
langeneies specified by A', (2) eireles with .,nutually disjoint interiors) und (3) the carrier
fills S. -

RenloviHg requirelnents for extrelnality, univalence, and cOlnpleteness and intl:oducing
natura.l branch points, there Inay be a huge variety of packings sharing combiliatorics,
a.nel this suggests thc following.

Definition A discrete analytic function f : Q ---+ P is a map between circle packings
which preserves tangency and orientation.

"Ve obtain analogues of rnany classical maps: discrete entire, rational, polynomial, Blaschke
prodllct, anel so forth. Likewise, analogues of classical theorell1s: discrete Schwarz-Pick,
unifonnization, Lioll ville, anel so on. Moreover, these discrete objects converge to their
classical analogues as the llnderlying packings becolne finer. A pleasant surprise is the
faithfulness of the discrete objects to the classical modes of behavior, even for very coarse
packings.

I I. Tbe second lecture highlighted eInerging links with sper.ific classical topics:
The ~ t.ype' problcll1, discrete and circle paeking extrema.l length, harmonie nleasure and
discrete potential theory, tailored random walks on circle packings, 'paekable' surfaces
in Teichnliiller space, work (with Phi] Bowers) on discrete Belyi functions and 'de.5si'ns
d"Enfants' of Grothendieck, and applications in graph embedding. The lecture eoncluded
by describing methods of circle packing which motivated recent progress by Z - X. He and
O. Schramnlon Koebe's well-known Kreisnormierungsproblem. .

K. BTREBEL:

Point shirt differentials and extremal quasiconformal mappings

We consider quasiconforlnal selfmappings f of the disk with given boundary values. For
fixed Zo the set of inlage points {Jo( zo)} for all extremal mappings Jo is called the vari
ability set VlzoJ of zoo Extremal mappings Im which take Zo into points W m tJ. VlzoJ are

17
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called point shift mappings. They are Teiehmüller mappings associated with quadratic
differentials <Pm of norm Il<,?m 11 = 1, ealled point shift differentials. It is shown that the <pm

form Hamilton sequences for the extremal mappings which take Zo ioto boundary points
of V[zo]' From that it folIows, using the frame mapping criterion, that the <Pm depend
continuously in norm of the point W m • Their constant dilatation f([wm ] is ealled the di
latation function. Based on a variational method for point shift mappings it is shown that
the level lines of f{[wm ] are Jordan curves separating V[zo] from 80w . Thus, V[zo] is a
conlpact, connected set without holes.

T. SUFFRIDGE:

Harrnonic mappings in the complex plane

Let SH denote the complex valued mappings 1 that are harmonie and sense preserving in
the unit disk and that satisfy 1(0) = 0 and fz(O) = 1. Also, let S~ = {f E SH : fz(O) = O}.
We introduce some slit mappings and show that the inner mapping radius of the image
of the unit disk can be arbitrarily near to 4 for 1 in SH and arbitrarily near 2 for f in
8YJ. This gives a counterexample to the conjeeture of Sheil-Small that the inner mapping
radius of the image of the disk for functions in SH is bounded by 1r /2. In addition, we
give some results eoncerning harmonie sense preserving poiynomials.

A. VOLBERG:

Green's boundary condition and an estimate of Hausdorff dimension of Julia sets

We consider a condition similar to a quasihyperbolic boundary eondition hut in which
quasihyperbolic distance is replaced hy Green 's function. Then one can prove that exactly
as in the case of Hölder domains the Hausdorff dimension of the boundary is strictly less
than d (domains are in Rd

). The result is similar to those of Smith·Stegenga and Koskela
Rohde and follows the ideaof a Jones-Makarov theorem B(p) = p-l+0((p-l)2), P~ 2.
One can combine the result with the recent estimates of Collet-Eckmann maps.

18
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A. VOLBERG:

Hunt-I\1uckenhaupt- Wheeden theorem with and without the inverse Hölder inequality

One can give a very simple praof of the classical Hunt-Muckenhoupt-Wheeden theorem
about A2 weights using only the formula of Green. We can give 2 such proofs. The second
of thern indicates an unexpected connection of this subject with Belhnan's price function.
These new proofs can be applied to obtain Inatrix A2 condition.

Berichterstatter: Prof. 01'. Stephan Ruscheweyh, \;Vürzbu1'g
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Problems

This is a collection of problems presented at the Oberwolfach meeting on Function Theory,
March 1996. They have not been edited, exc"ept for some typographical unifications.

e K. ASTALA:

Problem Let B = {izi < I}; recall the Beurling trans/orm

1 J f(()
Sf(z) = -; (( _ z)2dm(().

c

If E c Band k > 0 find opti7nal bounds JOT the quantity

JISXEldm + kJISXEldm,
B\E E

when XE is the cha1'acteristic /unction 0/ E.

The bound should depend only on k and lEI; recall that when k = 0

I ISXEldm ~ lEI log 1;1
B\E

and equality holds for E = B(r) = {z : Izi < r}.

The prohlen1 is connected to finding optimal bounds for conductivity properties of come pound materials.

A. BAERNSTEIN 11:

Conjecture" Let f C -+ C be a Lipschitz function with compact support, and
2 < p < 00.

Then

(1)
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The conjecture is suggested by work of Burkholder on sharp inequalities for Martin-Gall
transforms. If true, the conjecture will imply a conjecture by T. Iwaniec that the LV norOl
of t he Beurling transform S satisfies

1
IISllp == max (p - 1, --1)' 1 < p < 00.

p-
(2)

From work of Iwaniec, it is known that the validity of (2) in the limit p -+ 00 iluplies the
sharp area distortion inequality for QC mappings, which was proved by Astala in 1994.

We note that (1), for p = 2, holds with equality for every Lipschitz f with compact e
support. For f of the form

with 9 E LiPc(R+) satisfying rlg'(r)1 ::; g(r), (1) holds with equality for every p E [2,00).

P. DUREN:

The Robin capacity 8(a) of a set A C an with respect to a domain [l containing {(X)}
is no larger than the ordinary capacity: 0 :::; 6(A) :::; d(A). Thus d(A) == 0 => 8(A) == O.
However, the converse is false even for Jordan domains. There exist a Jordan curve an
and a subset A c an with 8(A) == 0 and d(A) > O.

On the other hand, if an is a quasicircle this cannot happen; then for A C an, 8(A) == 0
if and only if d( A) == O. [Results of P. Duren, J. Pfaltzgraff, and R. Thurman, to appear]

Problem Desc1'ibe the Jordan curves an with property that 6(A) == 0 <::} d(A) == 0 fOT
all A C an.

C. J. EARLE and F. P. GARDINER:

Let <.p be a nontrivial quadratic differential on a compact Riemann surface X of genus
9 ~ 2. Let G(ep) be the group of Teichmüller mappings of X onto itself whose initial
and terminal quadratic differentials are scalar multiples of <p (we permit complex scalars).
By definition the Teichmüller disk D(<p) is the subset of the Teichmüller space of .Y
determined by all the Teichmüller maps whose domain is X and whose initial quadratic
differential is a scalar multiple of c.p. If f is such a. map then so is fog for every 9 in G(<p).
So the group G(ep) acts on the disk D(c.p). This action is like the action of a Fuchsian
group on the unit disko

2

i
~

I
I

I

l
"
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Problem Given 9 2: 2 find t.p and X to minimize the Poincare area of the quotient space
D(cp)/G(cp).

Comnlent. Examples of Veech show that the minimum is always finite.

D. GAIER:

In journal publications, and also at conferences, one can observe that the nature of math-e ematical problems becomes more and more specialized. It often happens that even the
fOrIl1ulation of a problem is fuH of technical details that only the specialist understands
who has worked in that area himself, and the same is true also for the result. In contrast,
the ideal problein permits a simple formulation, in clear language and without technical
ities; the result is siolple to express and understandable to "everybody"; while Oie proof
of the result is non-trivial, sophisticated, and contains new ideas sometimes fr0!ll other
mathematical areas. A typical problem of this sort is: Does fES imply lanl :::; n?
I present four related problems on the analytic dependence of domain functionals.

Problem 1 Let G( r) be the doubly eonneeted domain bounded by the unit square Q
(centered at 0) and by the circle {z : Izl = r}} wilh 0< r < 1. Let M(r) be the modulus
01 G(r). Is M(r) an analytic function 01 r? (Power series expansion 01 M(r) at each ra
wilh 0 < ra < 1.)

Problem 2 Let G( x) be the doubly eonnected domain bounded on the exterior by the
uppe1' half of the unit square Q and the lower half of {z : Izi = I}, and on the inte1'ior
by the slit {z : 0 ~ z ~ x}, with 0 < x < 1. Is the modulus M(x) of G(x) an'~'":iznalytic

function of x q

Problem 3 Let Tb 12 be two Jordan ares lying in {z : 0 ~ Im z ~ I}, each eonneeting
{z: Im z = O} to {z: Im z = I}. Let h be the horizontal distanee between ;1 and;2,e and let m(h) be the modulus 01 the quadrilateral with 11 and 12 as opposite sides. Consider

. this configuration with fixed ;1, 1"2 but varying h. Is m( h) an analytic funetion of h q

Note: The asymptotic behavior of m(h) - h, as h ~ 00, was studied in two recent papers
by Gaier and Haynlan.

Problem 4 Lct r : z = z( t) with 0 ~ t < 00 be an analytic Jordan are (t is are length)
such that 0 f/. rand z(t) ~ 00 as t ~ +00. Let Fs : z = z(t) (t ~ s) be a subarc 0/ r,
and let R( s) be the eonformal radius 01 C\Fs at zero. Is R( s) an analytic function 0/ S ?

3
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D. GAIER, W. LAUF, G. SCHMIEDER:

Let k be a conformal mapping of the unit disk 0 C C onto a simply-connected and
bounded domain G c C. Then E(G) denotes the group of all eonformal self-mappings of
G endowed with the topology of uniform eonvergenee in- G, i.e.,

d(f,g) := sup If(w) - g(w)\, f,g E E(G).
wEG

Problem E( G) connected => k continuously extensible to 80?

A. GRINSHPAN:

Let Set\,) be the elass of functions fez) = z +C2z2 +... , j(O) = j'(O) - 1 = 0, regular and
univalent in the open unit disk E with IIG111 :::; K, where G1 is the Grunsky operator.

Problem 1 Let j(z) = z + C2 Z2 + ... E S1/2(1\,) = {f ES; Jf(z2) E S(K)}, K < 1.
Estimate the coefficients Cn , n ~ 2.

Problem 2 Let fez) = z + C3z3 + C4Z4 +... E SC"), K; < 1. Estimate If(z)l, z E E.

A. GRINSHPAN:

Let S be the dass of regular and univalent funetions

00

j(z)=z+Eanzn

n=2

in the open unit disko

It is known that max lanl, n ~ 2, is realized by (n-1)-symmetrie functions in the subdass
SM of functions fES, If(z)\ < M (M = Mn is elose to 1), and in the subdass S~(oo)

4
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I,

i

of functions fES which have a K-quasiconformal extension j onto the whole complex
plane C = Cu {oo}, j(oo) = cx>, '" = "'n is small).

Problem Describe other sets Q of close to the identity functions fES such that
mßx lanl, n ~ 2, is realized by an (n - l)-symmetric function.

J. HEINONEN:

Let f be a quasiconformal mapping of the open unit ball sn of Rn, n ~ 3, onto a Jordan
domain D in Rn. Then f extends homeomorphically to the boundary aD. Assume that
aD is (n -1)- rectifiable (in the sense of Federer) and that the Hausdorff (n -l)-measure
Hn - 1 of aD is finite.

Problem 1 18 it t'rue that the image at every set E c aSn of positive Hn- t me~~ure has
positive H n - t measu1'e? .-~

Problem 2 (Gehring nlany years ago). As above but assume that f extends quasicon
fornlally to all 01 Rn ?

Problenl 3 (Heinonen - Koskela). As above, but remove all the metric assumptions on
aD. What is the s1nallest Hausdorff dimension f( E) can have if E c asn has positive
Hn-I rneasure? Is this number independent 01 the quasiconlormal dilatation 01 f?

COlnments

Problem 1. It follows from recent works of Heinonen, Semmes and Väisälä that the answer

to the dual problem (Hn - 1 (E) = 0 J. Hn-t(fE) = 0) is YES if and only if Hn- t almost
every point of 8D is a point of inner tangency of D. Moreover, this condition fails only if
the set of n-density (= 1) points of Rn\D on an has positive Hn- t measure.
(See Heinonen, Semmes, Revista Matern. Iberoamericana, to appear)

Problem 3. Shown by Heinonen - Koskela (Pacific J. Math. 94) that there is abound
(2/«(J)) l':n > Q.

e
P. KOSKELA:

Assurne that n c Rn satisfies

(*) kn(x, xo) ::; Cl log d(xjtan ) + C2

for a fixed Xo E {l and all X E n. Here
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where the infimum is taken over aB rectifiable curves that join x and Xo in fl. If n == 2
and n is simply connected, (*) implies that there exist C3 , C4 S.t.

(
C )-1

C3 mod (Bo, F; il) ~ log diam(F)

for each continuum F C rl\Bo, where Bo = B(xo, d(xo, an)j2). Here mod (Bo, F; I]) is
the Illgdulus of the curve family that joins Bo and F in il, or equivalently, the conformal
capacity of Bo and F relative to D.

Problem Does (*) always guarantee that

( C) I-n

C3 mod (Bo, F; il) ~ log diam(F)

JOT fixed constants C3 , C4 and all continua F C il\Bo?

R. LAUGESEN:

Let f( z) be a conformal map of the unit disk D onto the bounded, simply connected plane
domain il. (That is, fES is bounded and n = j(D).) Write Aj(D) for the j-th eigenvalue
of the Laplacian on il with Dirichlet boundary conditions, so that -L1f/Jj = Aj(D)«Pj in D
for thc j-th eigenfunction «Pj , and «Pj = 0 on an.

Conjecture The trace of the heat kernel is minimized jor D,. that is,

Remarks

00 CX)L e-tAj(n) 2:: L e-tAj(D),

j=1 j=1

t> O.

1. The proposer {I] can prove this only for t ~ 2j>"t([}).

2. Letting t ~ 00 recovers the old P6lya-Szegö inequality Al(D) ~ Al(D).

Th .. . all O' ~ tA·(n) area(D)3. e conJecture 18 true a8ymptotlc y as t -+ 5lnce Li e- J "V --- as t --+ 0
j=1 41rt

and area(il) 2:: area(D).

Reference:

{l] R.S. Laugesen and C. Morpurgo, 'Extremals for eigenvalues of Laplacians under con
formal mapping', preprint.
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CH. POMMERENKE:

Let f be a conformal map of the unit disk 0 into C. For -00 < P < 00, let

Makarov has defined the universal integral means spectrum (of bounded univalent func
tions) by

B(p) = sup{ßJ(p) : f bounded univalent in D}.

Hs determination would be of great interest for various problems about the boundary
behaviour of conformal maps. Starting from the known results and the conjectures of
Brennan and Carleson - Jones and furthermore from numerical results using ..,.t~~e J ulia
sets of quadratic polynomials, Philipp Kraetzer made the following

Conjecture

(BG J I< conjecture).

E. REICH:

This problem deals with the question.of whether a limit of analytic functions, subject to
a further condition that describes how good the convergence is, is necessarily analytic.
(The question is of interest in connection with a uniqueness condition for extremality of
quasiconformal mappings.)

Suppose

(i) fn(z) is analytic for Izi < 1, j' ( Ifn(z)ldxdy < 00, n = 1,2,3, ... ,
J(zl<l

(ii) lim fn(z) == F(z) a.e. for Izi < 1, and 0 < j' { IF(z)ldxdy< 00 whenever
n-oo J1z1<R
O<R<l.

(iii) J!..~JjZI<1 {lfn(z)l- Re [1~~:~lfn(z)]}dXdY= o.

Problem Do conditions (i), (ii) , (iii) imply that F(z) is analytic for Izi < 1?
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J. VÄISÄLÄ:

Problem Let n 2:: 2 be an integer. What is the best possible constant an > 0 such that
the Jollowing is true: Let In be the unit cube 0/ side 1, and let A C In be a Borel set with
Hausdorff (n - l)-measure m n-l(A) < an' Then there is y E In such that Ln A = 0 for
each line L th1'ough y parallel to a coordinate axis.

In particular, is inf{an: n ~ 2} > 0 ?

Results.

(1) an :<::: 1. Proof. Take A = face of In. e) ~i

(2) an ~ l/n.Proof. Let PI, ... ,pn be the projections onto the coordinate planes and-
set Ei = In np;l Pi A. Then m(Ei ) < l/n, and hence there is y E /n\(E t u ... u En).

(3) a2 = 1

(4) a3 ::; v0" - 1/2 = 0.9142 ...
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